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Opening Remarks 
 

Mr. Huh Kwon｜Director-General, ICHCAP 

 

 

I would like to begin by extending a warm welcome to Francis REG, Head of Yap Historic 

Preservation Office, Federated States of Micronesia; Ratu Jone Naucabalavu BALENAIVALU, 

Senior Administration Officer of the Collections Team, Fiji Museum; Lynda Dee TELLAMES, 

Staff Historian of the Bureau of Cultural & Historical Preservation, Palau; and other 

esteemed guests who have come all the way from the Pacific to Korea for this workshop. I 

also express my heartfelt gratitude to Sang Kook KIM, Deputy Director at the Records 

Preservation & Restoration Center, National Archives of Korea; Bong-young KIM, Director 

of the Department of Planning and Administration, Korean Film Archive; and Minsun SONG, 

Senior Researcher at the National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage; and all the other 

presenters here today.  

 

For four days starting from yesterday, ICHCAP-Pacific Cooperative Workshop on Digitizing 

ICH-related Analogue Audiovisual Materials is being held in various locations, here in Jeonju 

and Seoul. I would like to express my deepest gratitude to all the related institutions and 

experts for giving their enthusiastic support to the preparation and organization of this 

event.  

 

ICHCAP was established as a UNESCO category 2 center under the Agreement between 

UNESCO and the Korean Government in 2011 to work under the spirit of the UNESCO 2003 

Convention. ICHCAP currently functions as a key UNESCO center working to enhance the 
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intangible heritage safeguarding capabilities of more than a hundred organizations in the 

forty-eight Asian-Pacific Member States through information exchange and network 

building.  

 

Joint efforts in diverse fields have to come together to enhance intangible heritage 

safeguarding capabilities in the Asia-Pacific region. Unlike material heritage, intangible 

heritage is susceptible to vulnerabilities in respect to safeguarding. Therefore, when 

UNESCO adopted the 2003 Convention, it highlighted the need to respect a comprehensive 

approach towards safeguarding by emphasizing the participation of a variety of actors, such 

as the local communities, civil society, practitioners, and participants as well as academic 

communication among social sciences, humanities, and natural sciences.  

 

To safeguard our heritage, we have to first focus on the records of the heritage. Without 

records, we will lose the memory. Intangible heritage is variable, based on changes in times 

and society, but it is also finite, due to transmission being limited to human actors. While 

these properties may be vulnerabilities in its safeguarding, they can also be used as 

strengths through its evolution into new forms of heritage. However, for intangible heritage 

to act as engines of cultural development and creative inspiration, documentation stands as 

a prerequisite.  

 

UNESCO stresses the importance of documentation in the development of human culture. 

UNESCO’s Memory of the World project, which began in 1997, is a key example. It has not 

been long since we started documenting our traditions, rituals, and performances in the 

form of audiovisual materials. Although major elements of intangible heritage have been 

documented in black-and-white and color film since the development of photography, these 

forms of analogue storage are susceptible to physical deterioration, putting these precious 

resources at risk. While the danger of analogue storage is well known in the international 

community, many countries continue to postpone digitization due to the lack of budget and 

technology.  

 

For the last six years, ICHCAP has supported the digitization of analogue resources in 

Mongolia, Solomon Islands, Uzbekistan, Vietnam, Philippines, Nepal, and India to protect 

these precious audiovisual resources on intangible heritage and enable their widespread 
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distribution. This ICHCAP-Pacific Cooperative Workshop on Digitizing ICH-related 

Audiovisual Materials was organized so we can discuss the crucial issue of documentation 

in researching and transmitting cultural diversity in the Asia-Pacific region.  

 

The Federated States of Micronesia and Fiji are both well known for their natural beauty 

and rich intangible heritage, especially in the field of traditional heritage. They are, however, 

distressed from incessant disasters such as earthquakes and volcano eruptions. Yap State 

Historic Preservation Office of the Federated States of Micronesia and Fiji Museum, which 

will be working with ICHCAP during this project, are important cultural institutions that 

have collected resources and conducted research on the diverse traditional heritage of their 

countries. Under the circumstances, ICHCAP is pleased to join hands with them in their 

efforts to save many analogue resources that are now suffering from severe damage.  

 

The FSM National Government and the Fiji National Commission for UNESCO recommended 

that ICHCAP cooperate with the Yap State Historic Preservation Office and the Fiji Museum 

respectively, to digitize analogue resources. From there, we obtained information on the 

current status of their aging and damaged analogue audiovisual data. Following a series of 

meetings, the project to compile a target list of materials began this year. 

 

This project will enhance heritage safeguarding and raise the visibility of the Pacific 

intangible heritage through digitizing and archiving such analogue resources. The results 

will be stored in an archive while promotional CD/DVD selections and online resources will 

be created to allow easy access by researchers, students, and members of the public. We 

also anticipate the development of a variety of digital contents stemming from this project. 

We believe that cooperation among organizations and nations will be required to better use 

the outcome of this project, and we hope that it helps develop more networks for 

cooperation and information exchange among experts in the region.  

 

International cooperation in the field of culture is an important foundation to mutually 

understand each other’s culture and values. ICHCAP will continue its efforts to digitalize the 

intangible culture of the Asia-Pacific region through cooperation as well as contribute to 

raising public awareness and social development through the widespread dissemination of 

cultural resources.  
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I hope today’s expert workshop and the field trips to specialized institutions thereafter will 

provide ample opportunities for us all to share our experience and foster an environment 

for mutual cooperation. 

 

Finally, I would like to end this opening speech by once again expressing my gratitude to 

the staff members of the FSM National Government and Fiji National Commission for 

UNESCO for helping us to hold this workshop and to the presenters and participants for 

taking time out of your schedules to be a part of this workshop. Thank you.
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Greeting Remarks 
 

Mr. Francis L Reg｜Head of Yap State Historic Preservation Office,  

Federated States of Micronesia 

 

 

Good morning everyone and at the outset, both Mr. Tamagken and I would like to 

collectively express our utmost pleasure to pay due respect to Mr. Kwon Huh, Director 

General of ICHCAP and all at ICHCAP for their generosity and belief in empowering the 

Federated States of Micronesia, commonly referred to as the FSM, consisting of the states of 

Kosrae, Pohnpei, Chuuk and Yap to address the preservation and protection needs of the 

intangible cultural heritage of these islands. Also, we would like to take this opportunity to 

say hello to other workshop participants and contributors from this beautiful country and 

those who have come afar to join, share and enjoy our meaningful workshop as we may each 

have unique interest but normally share common belief, goals and needs.  

 

The other countries representatives and participants with us today may be advanced in 

their efforts with the treatment of their ICH informational materials as they are more 

developed than the FSM which is a small developing nation entering the world community. 

The FSM, in its efforts to sustain and perpetuate its cultural heritage, faces some of the 

modern day challenges common to most of us in the natural world complicated with human 

activities such as cultural clashes, famine, war, climate change and so on. 
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The FSM delegation enjoys being with a group of people who may differ on unique interests 

but share common goals and objectives and have realized the importance of addressing 

these goals and objectives in forums such as this workshop. We equally must thank those 

sponsoring organizations such as ICHCAP, UNESCO and other similar entities that 

developing nations such as the FSM need technical advice and assistance and, of course, 

financial contribution to address their needs. In this case, the preservation and protection 

for our ICH, not only to fulfill the funding assistance and terms from ICHCAP, but for the 

interest and needs of the current and future generations of the FSM. I believe such may be 

the case and the driving force for all of us here this morning who have made some level of 

sacrifice and foregone some commitments and obligations to our families and countries to 

ensure our meaningful participation and sharing on information on how we each treat our 

ICH interest in our home countries and communities. 

 

FSM delegation is here today and throughout the rest of this workshop duration to learn 

from each and every one of you as you are more advanced in the treatment, use, and 

preservation of your respective ICH materials. It is with these in mind that we hope that our 

small and meager sharing and contribution to this workshop may be an educational 

opportunity for you to learn of us and our ICH resources as the FSM is but just a dot on the 

world map but is still considered by visitors in the past to the present as a cultural paradise 

but facing modern challenges. Our engagement with you is equally an educational 

experience and one which we will treasure for us and those of our people interested and 

committed in the pursuit and continued practice of FSM cultural identity. 

 

Yap State, in particular, and the FSM in general, have benefited from the many workshops 

and projects offered and funded by ICHCAP of which I have attended some of the workshops 

conducted in Pohnpei in the FSM, Fiji, Palau and now here in the home country of ICHCAP. 

On the projects side, I and the FSM have been fortunate to benefit from a number of 

opportunities funded by ICHCAP such as the Dormant ICH Data in the Pacific, Youth Meets 

ICH which is in the making, and the Digitization of ICH-related Analogue Audiovisual 

Materials of the Pacific. These workshops and projects could not have been possible without 

the gracious blessings and generosity of ICHCAP and other sponsoring agencies and entities 

such as the cultural preservation institutions of which some of their representatives are 

here with us and others that we will visit in the fields in the course of this workshop. 
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The field visits component of this workshop lends meaning and importance to the ICH 

domains and their respective elements and merge the ICH and TCH concepts and practice 

into one complete cultural marriage where one is born and contributes to the birth of the 

other. ICH is the mother while the TCH is the child for without the knowledge and skills, the 

products from such resources are impossible to be created by intent and design, much less 

to improve upon, practice, sustain and pass on to the younger generations. The cultural 

legacy of the past contributes to the current cultural identity and ensure the continued 

practice and belief of the people of a society. 

 

FSM is not an exception to these processes and welcomes the opportunity to preserve its 

past in all applicable, acceptable, meaningful and feasible forms in accordance with the 

norms and interests of the nation merging them with the modern challenges mentioned 

earlier. Although, FSM is new to the modern forms of preserving and protecting culture 

through recordation using modern technology, the process and practice are an re-

enactment of a similar means and methods implemented in the past through the use and 

practice of passing knowledge and skills orally from generations to generations. Those 

means and methods are, of course, at risk as knowledgeable people are journeying to the 

next world leaving behind a past thus creating a void which can only be captured using 

modern recordation technology or system. 

 

As a result, presenting for Mr. Huh to kindly accept and to hopefully appreciate on behalf of 

ICH is a small token of thanks and appreciation, in the form of this traditional basket, of all 

the efforts and contributions of ICHCAP to all past, current and future beneficiaries of the 

opportunities it has offered and to be offered.  

 

This is one of the types of traditional baskets made in Yap, FSM, by the indigenous females 

for the daily use by males, for storing and carrying small personal objects such as bêtel nuts, 

pepper leaves and lime for chewing as I heard still practiced and enjoyed in other cultures 

such as here in Korea, India and other countries or by some ethnic populations of the world. 

This basket is the TCH but the knowledge and skills utilized to produce such cultural 

product is the ICH. Thus, the merging of the two but integral resources not only compliments 
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each other but ensures its survivability over times as the interest and need to preserve its 

practice is still alive in the form of forming and sustaining the habit of betel nuts chewing. 

 

As mentioned, this is just one type of baskets woven in Yap and other parts of the FSM but 

its application not only satisfies the chewing habit of the owner but plays an important role 

in its usage by which the owner of the basket would chew betel nuts while relaxing or 

attending to important gatherings such as meetings or other types of public forums by 

slowly enjoying the habit and thinking of the most appropriate responses to important and 

critical issues on personal, family or community matters.   

 

In reaching the conclusion of these few remarks, both Mr. Tamagken and I would like to 

depart from here knowing that the ideas shared and obtained from this workshop are not 

only useful and needed for preserving and protecting each other’s ICH but ensure the 

continuation of each other’s cultural identity in the hands of our younger generations as a 

product of the activities to be implemented back in our respective countries.  

 

Again, we thank you all, equally, very much. May God bless us all. Kamagar gad. 
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Greeting Remarks 
 

Mr. Ratu Jone Balenaivalu ｜Head of Collections Department, Fiji Museum 

 

 

The unreal is more powerful than the real, because nothing is as perfect as you can imagine it, 

because of its only intangible ideas, concepts, beliefs, fantasies that last. Stone crumbles, wood 

rots. People, well, they die. But things as fragile as a thought, a dream, a legend, they can go 

on and on.                                                     -Chuck Palahniu- 

 

Bula vinaka! 

 

The quote while it best characterizes the “what if” of ICH, sadly this would be to an extent 

far from the truth in my country for especially for an institution like the Fiji Museum for we 

would not have been represented at this important gathering. 

 

The Fiji Museum would like to express its deepest gratitude to the Director General and 

ICHCAP for the honor bestowed on us as one of the recipients of the Digitization of ICH Grant 

2017. The news came at an opportune time as the Fiji Museum was looking for strategy to 

address its enormous analogue materials (inclusive of audio and video recordings).  

 

My colleague and I, Mr. Jeremaia Veisa, would like on behalf our Director, thank ICHCAP also 

for making it possible for the Fiji Team to be part of the workshop. Thank you to Mr. 
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Sangmook Pak for your efficiency and persistence as this proved valuable in that we are able 

to come to Korea and share our thoughts and ideas.  

 

Fiji as you would be aware ratified the 2003 Convention for ICH Safeguarding in 2010. This 

prompted many ICH activities to be pursued at the national level. The commitment by Fijian 

government to ICH endeavor in Fiji is overwhelming however most of the funds by 

government go to their various Department’s for implementation. The designation of a 

special ICH unit in the Department of Heritage & Arts and appropriate annual budget set 

aside for ICH Convention implementation is encouraging.  

 

ICHCAP has been very helpful to Fiji as well. Its assistance to various ICH activities in the 

country is unfathomable. We are fortunate to have hosted twice the ICHCAP Sub-regional 

Meeting for ICH Information and Networking for Pacific countries. Similarly various ICHCAP 

projects were piloted in Fiji. This was positive as it created an atmosphere of appreciation. 

The most promising and far reaching ICHCAP project was the publication of the “Traditional 

Wisdom of the Pacific” Collection of Stories from the Pacific. People begin to recognize 

intangible cultural heritage as an important element including the immersion of the subject 

in various development plans is far from expected. However, we lack the sustainability 

ethos and these needs to be encouraged.  

 

UNESCO has been helpful to Fiji as well having funded global capacity building program on 

the implementation of the 2003 Convention for ICH in Fiji. Its impact is enormous and we 

have seen the results slowly unfolding. 

 

Fiji has yet to fully tap incentives offered as a state party to the 2003 Convention to address 

some of the major issues it is contemplating in the area of ICH.  

 

Safeguarding of our analogue materials kept in archives serve as a priority and this has 

certainly paved the way for the Fiji Museum being a non-government institution. So we 

thank ICHCAP again and hope to continue partnership in future. 

 

Wishing everyone a fruitful workshop. Thank you. 
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Presentation 1 

Introduction to ICH and Relevant Institutions of the 

Federated States of Micronesia 
  

Mr. Francis L Reg｜Head of Yap State Historic Preservation Office,  

Federated States of Micronesia 

 

 

Overview 

 

The concept and practice of intangible cultural heritage development, collection, teaching, 

preservation and protection, and passing on the knowledge and skills from the older 

generations to the younger ones is not new to the Federated States of Micronesia and its 

peoples, commonly referred to as the FSM. The FSM being comprised of many small islands, 

some are volcanic while others are atolls or low-laying islands, has a total resident 

population of around 100,000 per the last population census survey conducted in 2010. 

Although the population number seems rather small compared to other moderate-sized 

places or countries such as South Korea and other Asian neighbors including other island 

states located in the Pacific Ocean, the diversity of its peoples extending from the eastern 

part of the Pacific Ocean to the west; between the Republic of Palau and the Republic of the 

Marshall Islands, based on their past historical migration and cultural formation or 

evolution have often times posed cultural and social cohesion challenges among these 

islands from the past to the modern days. Such cultural and, to certain extent, ethnical 

differences sometimes affect modern day socio-political administration of the islands in the 

FSM as its people, although have adopted and embraced the concept of nationalism, still 

view themselves as culturally different from each other. Each State in the FSM considers 
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itself as unique and therefore slightly different from the other States in terms of its cultural 

heritage, history, practices and methods of passing on the traditional knowledge from the 

older generations to the younger ones. Because traditional methods of transferring such 

knowledge and skills differ from islands (State) to islands, there are still certain common 

elements or means used with such practices. All of which are to ensure proper transference 

of the resources to the proper and entitled individuals within the extended family systems 

or clans, and to ensure proper attention and care are afforded to the older generations 

(elders in the family or clan systems) by the younger ones. Knowledge and skills are 

considered in these islands as learned resources, meaning that such knowledge and skills 

can be utilized as means to ensure individual, family and clanship well-beings, survivability, 

and maintenance of social status or up-ward social mobility.  In some instances and for 

good purposes, the assurance is tied with the maintenance of the traditional roles, 

responsibilities and authority of the families and the clans in their achieved or ascribed 

ranking or status of the cultural system and practices of the islands.  

 

National Cultural Diversity 

 

As alluded to earlier, the four (4) States in the FSM; Kosrae, Pohnpei, Chuuk and Yap, 

presented in the order of their locations from the eastern to the western Pacific region, each 

has its own set of cultural identity from cultural mentality, history, social practices, food, 

belief and the modern view of its State’s people as compared with other FSM States. Of 

course and as evident in other societies with similar size, geographical location with 

proximity to each other, share similar cultural elements mainly based on the natural 

resources, inter-islands socio-cultural exchanges including marriage, migration between its 

peoples and other means of interaction. Still yet to confirm is the origin of the peoples who 

populated these FSM islands with some theories claiming that people in the Micronesian 

region belong to the Austronesian sub-race family supposedly proven by the languages 

spoken by some of the islanders, physiological make-up and other ethnic components. 

Kosraens, Pohnpeians, Chuukese and Yapese consider themselves as culturally unique and 

distinct from the other islands populations in the FSM. Even some of these States internally 

think and believe that the people living on the main islands are different from those living 

on the smaller islands or atolls. This mentality is, of course, supported by life-styles, 

language, use of natural resources, cultural practices, etc, which, even visitors to these 
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islands can easily detect and recognize. Based on the fore-going factors, nationalism and 

unity under one flag and national identity are affected, and are sometimes challenges to 

reaching national consensus. 

 

Related Organizations and Other Stakeholders 

 

 Although this presentation should concentrate on the ICH in the FSM, the history of 

collecting and treatment of ICH and tangible cultural heritage (TCH) information and data 

need to be thoroughly covered and shared with this group to lend a more understandable 

background to the subjects. In the past during the United States direct administration of the 

Micronesian islands (Republic of the Marshall Islands, Palau, and the FSM) under the United 

Nations Trusteeship Agreement with the USA, historic preservation officials and other 

funding sources mainly the U.S. National Park Service, Department of the Interior, funded a 

project named the Micronesian Resources Studies (MRS). The project’s products in the form 

of report(s) for each respective island entities were compiled and archived at the then 

former Trust Territory Headquarter in Saipan, currently referred to as the Commonwealth 

of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI).  

 

After the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement, each State within the FSM began to 

search for means to continue the collection, archival, and protection of the ICH and 

ethnographic information of certain TCH resources, mainly of archaeological sites and other 

cultural/historic properties or resources. Thus, came the birth of the establishment of State 

Archive Offices and some cultural museums in the FSM. However, private collection for safe-

guarding family, community and other socio-cultural information started when the 

indigenous populations realized the need and importance of protecting these ICH and TCH 

knowledge and skills.  

 

Continuing such needs and efforts, the FSM historic preservation offices intensified their 

efforts to collect and protect these cultural resources through recordation and archival 

means, and from which state, national and international technical and funding assistances 

from UNESCO and its affiliated organizations such as ICHCAP and other entities were and 

are offered to the Micronesian islands including the FSM. The offices along with other 

cultural collection entities and individuals realize that traditional skills, knowledge and the 
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appropriate use of traditional technologies and methods are not only useful to the 

economically disadvantaged segments of the national and state populations, which  have 

proven over times as environmentally- friendly and contribute to the sustainability of the 

natural resources such as those posed by climate change and other human modern outputs 

but the need to pass on these resources to the younger generations is ever more critical to 

the survival of the FSM nation. 

 

One of the most leading and effective contributors to this movement was the Micronesian 

Seminar commonly referred to as MicSem headquartered and operated from Pohnpei state 

but had projects through-out the FSM and other Micronesian islands. MicSem operated for 

a good number of years (decades) and ceased its existence recently but was replaced with 

another private entity called the Micronesian Productions. Both entities use recording the 

cultural/historic information were and are in the forms of conducting interviews, 

filming/videoing, archival research, etc; activities and methods normally used in the 

collection, recordation and protection of information. 

 

In sum, there are sufficient number of stakeholder entities--- government and non-

government--- in the FSM including private cultural preservationists who have come to 

realize, understand, accept and invest their interest and resources in protecting ICH and 

TCH in the region and the FSM. After all, ICH is an important and integral component of TCH 

as without the ethnographic information attached to TCH resources, they are only remnants 

of an ancient culture or of a people without lending due importance and significance to the 

resources.  

 

What are the reasons and purposes of protecting ICH in the Federated States of 

Micronesia? 

 

ICH is not of the past but should be an integral part of the modern world, especially in the 

FSM whereby limited natural resources, economic opportunities and isolation are 

challenges complicated with the natural and artificial phenomena faced with the rest of the 

world from climate change, war, famine and cultural clashes including ethnic cleansing. Not 

all members of the indigenous population from individuals and families to communities can 

fare well in today’s competitive social and economic environments, and in order to build 
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resilience and ensure sustainable life-styles, the use of traditional resources shaped by the 

natural environment can ensure survivability to all, especially those who most need the 

continued access and usage of these resources. As a result, the integration of 

cultural/historic information into the school curriculum for both ICH and TCH is another 

doable and effective means and method to ensure the survivability, protection and 

perpetual practice of these resources.  

 

Youths involvement in the preservation and protection of these cultural treasures should 

continue to be encouraged and transfer of the traditional knowledge, skills and practice 

must be well planned, organized and executed to realize the most from these efforts. In Yap, 

for instance, the Yap State Historic Preservation Office (YSHPO), Media and Protocol 

Division, Archive Office and other interested parties have invited and encouraged members 

of the youth population to engage in the area of Yapese cultural heritage preservation, 

protection and practice. Another youth-related project also to be funded by this respective 

organization (ICHCAP) is the “Youth Meets ICH” of which YSHPO and Media and Protocol 

Division partnered with the OurYAP (Our Youths Are Promising), a youth umbrella 

organization for all the youth organizations and groups in Yap State covering both genders 

to select a cultural topic to develop a short video on. It was selected by OurYAP that the 

theme or cultural topic be on traditional weaving methods from selection of suitable natural 

materials, preparation of the materials to the actual weaving stage of this ICH, and the final 

product. 

 

It is believed, similar, if not identical plan and efforts, are underway in the other sister states 

in the FSM. The challenges are the limited resources available with the few remaining 

culturally qualified resource people and the modern challenges competing with the cultural 

interests and traditional needs of the younger generations in the long term. Natural 

resources used for sustaining the traditional practice of these cultural knowledge are at risk 

with the pavement for the socio-economic development projects and other activities such 

as clearing of forest areas and altering the landscapes in preparation for constructing 

modern structures. Marine and shoreline areas are affected as well for the same reasons.  
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Presentation 2 

Project on Digitizing Analogue Materials and Future Plans 

for Conservation in the YSHPO 
  

Mr. Sebastian G.F. Tamagken ｜Chief of Media & Protocol Division,  

        Federated States of Micronesia 

 

 

Managing Intangible Heritage in Yap, FSM 

Documenting and preserving important Yapese practices and traditions that may be 

disappearing in today’s modern world. With ICH and National Park Services’ assistances, 

Yap can take control of its cultural heritages and new ways to better manage them in today’s 

world.  

Understanding tangible and intangible heritage 

With full understanding of tangible and intangible heritage, the Yapese people are keen to 

preserve its traditions. Part of the preservation method is through cooperation and 

collective efforts in combining existing old materials at the State Media Library among 

others from offices such as Yap State Historic Preservation Office, Department of Education 

and Archive office. Digitization of the existing materials will be the next vital step one must 

take to preserve audible materials and films.  

Physical cultural structures and sites the Yapese society values and wishes to maintain may 

be adhered into the plan of collective preservation effort. These cultural structures and sites 

represent Yapese culture to the world.   

Full implementation on project plan by Yap State Historical Preservation Office 
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The Yap State Historic Preservation Office (YSHPO), Division of Media & Protocol, both 

under the Department of Youth and Civic Affairs (DY&CA), and other local 

partners/stakeholders of the Digitization Project have met and discussed the development 

of the proposed and required action plan by ICHCAP on the best practical and meaningful 

means to implement the project. In the discussion, it became obvious and critical that 

services and contributions of certain personnel of YSHPO, Media and Protocol and other 

partners be utilized and additional project workers drawn from the younger population 

contribute as well to the implementation of the project’s activities to create the interest and 

nurture their efforts in the preservation and protection of Yapese cultural heritage. In 

addition, certain members of the recently organized group named Waab Cultural Heritage 

Society (WCHS) be involved for products based on Yap State’s means and capability. Thus, 

below are the activities of the action plan developed for this important and much needed 

project in response to the ICHCAP Contracting Team requirements: 

Action/Activity Responsible Party 
Time-

frame/Schedule 

1. Organizing a project team 
and elaborating project 
plan 

YSHPO/Media & 
Protocol/WCHS 

2nd week of June 

2. Checking and selecting 
Target materials 

YSHPO/Media & 
Protocol/Archive Office 

3rd & 4th week of 
June 

3. Digitizing target materials 
Project workers 
(YSHPO/Media & Protocol 

July-October 

4. Metadata preparation 

Project workers 
(YSHPO/Media & 
Protocol/and Archive Office) 

 

5. Storing digital files to 
archive Project 
workers 

 July-October 

6. Selecting audio/video files 
for a promotional 
CD/DVD/and writing 
CD/DVD booklet 

Project workers/Consultant Oct-Nov 

7. Submission of project 
outcomes 

Project workers/Consultant January 2018 

8. Submission of interim 
report 

Project manager/Asst. 
Manager/Consultant 

Nov 

9. Submission of final report Project mgr/Asst. February 2018 
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Mgr/Consultant 

10. Promotional events 

Stakeholders/Proj 
workers/Gov’t. 
officials/Traditional Leaders 

March 2018 

 

Presented below are the action /activity narratives to explain in detail the processes, 

involvement of responsible parties, and other related information and task associated and 

needed for an effective Action Plan. 

1. Action/Activity One: The organization of the project team was initially conducted in 

February by YSHPO with potential partners/stakeholders after receiving the grant 

notice in January to determine the need and availability of the targeted information 

materials required by the grant. Consultation meetings and discussion were initiated 

by YSHPO by contacting the Director of the Department of Youth and Civic Affairs, 

Media and Protocol Division and Yap State Archive Office. After determining that the 

project is, indeed, critically needed by Yap State, as similar efforts have been 

attempted in the past with the meager technical and financial resources available, 

YSHPO and Media and Protocol Division were tasked to initiate with gathering 

relevant information and writing of the grant application proposal. After the notice of 

approval to YSHPO by ICHCAP, another meeting was conducted to determine the 

needed activities to identify, in depth, the targeted materials and in what media forms 

are being recorded in. YSHPO has had much analogue audiovisual materials, which had 

suffered serious deterioration damages from ageing. While YSHPO had no proper 

means to save them, YSHPO applied for the grant to digitize the materials.  

 

2. Action/Activity Two: In the first week of May 2017, members of the organizing team 

mainly consisting of personnel of YSHPO and Media and Protocol Division met to 

discuss the possible challenges the project might encounter during its implementation 

and to review again the inventory of the target materials to determine their conditions 

and the equipment or tools needed to transfer/convert them onto such as CDs, DVDs 

and etc. As stated in the relevant section(s) of the grant proposal, the examination of 

the inventories revealed that the materials were recorded in the past in reel tapes, 

VHS, cassettes, pictures, videos and written materials. The second week of May 2017 
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was reserved to meet with all the project’s workers consisting of representatives from 

the Yap State Archive Office, YSHPO, Media and Protocol Division, Waab Cultural 

Heritage Society, and workers from the local college and communities.  

 

3. Action/Activity Three: This is one of the major activities with the project and includes 

the actual work of the project by converting the informational materials onto the 

current media forms. Project workers will be working at the designated project venue 

by the first performing the necessary tasks such as cleaning the old media forms used 

to record the informational materials, sorting the materials by topics or classifications 

(domains) and converting the information onto the CDs and DVDs. Training of project 

workers will be conducted by YSHPO on the domains and their respective elements.  

Steps: 

A. Identifying and labeling of all analogue audiovisual materials by the working group. 

Moreover, categorizing and prioritizing of materials ie; traditional chanting, stories, 

filming, videos then down to old musical albums in the 19th century.  

B. Equipment used in digitization are based on sizes of reels from 3 ½  to 7 ¾  thus the 

Reel players on both sizes of audio reel players, cassette player, cart player, VHS 

player, including but not limited to other antique audiovisual players depending on 

the types of analogue materials able to be saved by the organization as the project 

of digitization continues in the future.  

C. Each stakeholder will have variable interchange responsibility in the digitization 

process. The Project Manager (YSHPO) will deter final taskforce duties, but for now 

it is evident that the 3 major stakeholders identified would have significant roles in 

cleaning, labeling, transferring and preserving/archiving of completed analogue 

materials as well as competed digitized tracks and mp4’s likewise.  

 

4. Action/Activity Four: This phase will be implemented after action/activity three when 

the topics on the informational materials have been classified, and from which the 

metadata can be prepared and developed. Project workers with knowledge, skills and 

experience in database development will be utilized for this activity.  
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5. Action/Activity Five: This activity will engage the advice and assistance of the Yap 

State Archive Office to guide the project workers by training them on the proper and 

most effective methods to prepare the informational materials for long-term archival 

purposes. Further, other partners such as Media and Protocol and the Cultural 

Program at the Department of Education will be distributed copies of the materials for 

use in broad-castings and incorporation in the cultural program curriculum materials 

to teach the school children on aspects of Yapese traditional culture and historical 

events in Yapese history.  

 

6. Action/Activity Six: Once the most suitable materials are selected for promotional 

purposes after transferring such onto the current media forms, the consultant will 

write the booklet to explain more of the contents of the materials or files with the 

assistance of other partners of the project. The consultant shall be a professional to be 

hired by YSHPO to assist in other projects requiring professional-level services.  

 

7. Action/Activity Seven: Initially, this phase involves the preparation and distribution of 

the products to the partners for review and final compilation prior to sending them to 

ICHCAP.  

 

8. Action/Activity Eight: As state above, this activity is tasked to the project manager and 

assistant manager with advice and contribution from the consultant. The report will 

outline the project progress status, challenges encountered or expected and solutions 

to the challenges. This will provide the opportunity for advisement and further 

assistance from ICHCAP which will be then be factored to ensure meaningful 

completion of the project.  

 

9. Action/Activity Nine: Again, this is a task for the manager, assistant manager and the 

consultant to be submitted to ICHCAP on all aspects of the project including the 

interim report contents to the conclusion of the project. Any other relevant 

information for continuation of the project to fully address the remaining 
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informational materials not covered in this project shall be incorporated in the final 

report.  

 

10. Action/Activity Ten: As stated in the grant proposal, this phase shall consist of essay 

contests among school children from the elementary level on to the college level. 

Further, broad-casting to the general public will be initiated in the Media and Protocol 

program and utilization of the products shall be encouraged for use by other 

stakeholders as mentioned under activity five (5) above. Posting of the information or 

products on relevant websites in addition to conducting a demonstration competition 

among the youth population to demonstrate their understanding of certain selected 

ICH domains and their respective elements, and in relationship with the relevant 

tangible cultural heritage resources shall be the final activity of the project.  

 

TARGET MATERIALS 

1. VHS 

2. REEL TAPES (2 SIZES) 

3. CASSETTES 

4. PICTURES 

5. FILMS (MOVIE TYPE, NORMALLY BLACK AND WHITE) 

 

Digitization and moving forward 

Media and Protocol Division will adhere to the project plan herein described under the 

directive of the Director of DY&CA and full consultation with the YSHPO Officer to ensure 

digitization of selected materials are properly executed for the benefit of the ICH and the 

constituency of Yap State as a whole.  
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Presentation 3 

Introduction to ICH and Relevant Institutions of Fiji 
  

Mr. Ratu Jone Balenaivalu ｜Head of Collections Department, Fiji Museum 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Republic of Fiji is home to a multitude of cultures and traditions. In 2013, Fiji’s new 

Constitution was promulgated designating that all ethnicities that make Fiji their home be 

called “Fijians”. This includes the following: 

 ‘iTaukei’ or indigenous Fijians; 

 Rotuman people (a minority indigenous group); 

 Indians who were mostly descendants of indentured laborers in Fiji; 

 Pacific Islanders who were descendant of labourers in Fiji such as Ni-Vanuatu and 

Solomon Islanders; 

 Descendants of early migrants to Fiji (Chinese, Indians, 

European/Australian/American &s Traders, Sailors and Beachcombers) 

 Descendants of Banabans (Ocean Islanders) now known as Rabi Islanders. 

 Descendants of Tuvaluans (Vaitupu Islanders) now known as Kioa Islanders.      

 Fiji therefore has a unique array of intangible cultural heritage (ICH), and if one was to ask 

what would be a representative ICH of all Fijians, there is none as each ethnic group is 
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distinctively diverse and each practice their own form of ICH which are far most different 

from another. In Fiji, identification of ICH is multilayered: 

 National distinctive diversity – recognizes the different ethnicities in Fiji and 

their distinctive living heritage or ICH. 

 Indigenous distinctive diversity – recognizes the two indigenous communities in 

Fiji and their distinctive ICH elements. 

 Local distinctive diversity – recognizes that within the iTaukei community, there 

exists provincial, district and sometimes tribal or clan-based distinctive ICH. There 

is far more diversity within the indigenous Fijians than Rotumans.  

However in the course of national discussion, the ICH of the iTaukei or indigenous Fijians 

always takes precedence and is recognized not only because they are the ‘first nation’ of Fiji 

but there has been over the years call for commitment by government, Chiefs, people and 

other stakeholders towards ensuring that there is sustainability in the safeguarding of their 

intangible cultural heritage as it is nowhere else to be found in any other parts of world. 

Similarly, it is always the common known cultural trait of Fiji known throughout the world 

is that which is representative of the indigenous iTaukei culture.  

 

RATIFICATION OF THE 2003 ICH CONVENTION 

Fiji ratified the 2003 Convention for safeguarding ICH in 2010, after a national consultation 

was held in Suva Fiji funded by UNESCO in 2008. It took a year for the Department of 

Heritage & Arts to prepare cabinet submission which was approved in the first submission 

by the interim Fijian government. It was perhaps one of the swiftest processing of any 

cultural convention in Fiji’s history. The argument for justification was that amongst others: 

(a) That although we are quite fortunate to have most of our history documented now 

and that which has assisted indigenous people able to delineate on issues regarding 

one of their most important resource (land), assumption to titular statuses, 

genealogical and kin-relations and others we must always recognize and 

acknowledge that our society was and continues to be oral-based.  
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(b) Intangible cultural heritage defines who we are as a group of people, a community 

and amidst global problems and modernization; we must strive to continue to 

safeguard this important tradition.  

However, as alluded to earlier, defining ICH in the Fiji context was and continues to be a 

challenge. Some REAL issues we continue to take into consideration while addressing ICH 

is to look at the: 

 Multitude of languages and cultures in Fiji; 

 The traditional vs. the contemporary aspects of culture; 

 ICH evolves and is subject to communities endorsement and consensus; 

 In Fiji, religion or belief systems plays a very important role in the sustainability of 

communities and societies in general. 

 

THE SITUATION OF ICH IN FIJI. 

ICH in Fiji reflects the living nature of cultures in the region. The islands are rich with 

ancestral stories to explain the connectedness, movement between the islands, 

relationships between people and communities, totems exemplifying peoples’ bond with 

the environment, and elaborate rituals and ceremonies. At the same time, multiculturalism 

thrives in Fiji and an inclusive approach is encouraged to the safeguarding of intangible 

cultural heritage. Diversity while it may be a positive mechanism, it is poses challenge. 

These are some local manifestation which characterizes ICH of Fijians: 

(a) Demographic and ethnical diversity. The 2007 Census records that 56.8% of the 

population were indigenous Fijians, Rotumans make up 1.2%, the Indian 

population make up 37.5%, part-Europeans account for 1.3% while others (which 

inculcates Melanesians, Rabians, Kioans, among others) make up the rest..  Each 

ethnical group practice their own customary practices, however, it would be 

interesting to ascertain the traditional practices of the “Part-European” community. 

A general perception relates the group to contemporary culture of the Fijian Society 

however this is disputable. 
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(b) Religious Distribution. Religious and other Belief Systems play an important role in 

terms of the intangible cultural heritage of people. In most societies, religion is 

often associated with the local cultures e.g. Arab cultures identify closely with Islam 

and similarly Pakistan. Christianity serves the majority of the different ethnicities 

with Methodism totaling 280,628. Majority of the Indian Fijian population are 

members of the Sanatan Denomination totaling 193,061 and similarly it is 

interesting to note that, other than Christianity, a section of the indigenous 

population, 551 to be exact are members of the Sanatan. The Bahai Faith follows 

with 389 indigenous Fijian as members. In as far as “Others” are concerned, 

majority belong to Catholicism totaling 13,637. The distribution of ethnicities 

shows important elements reflecting ICH: (1) That ethnicities have the freedom to 

practice or participate in whichever religious denomination they wish to pursue; 

(2) That ICH manifested is effected in some way or another by the different 

religious groups; (3) That religious belief has a bigger part to play in terms of 

recreated ICH and/or continued usage of traditional ICH. 

(c) Linguistic diversity. In as far as the continuity and sustainability of an ICH element, 

language is important. Language like some ICH elements can be endangered and it 

can only be saved through its use in everyday conversation and in every walk of life, 

and at every conceivable opportunity.  In Fiji, ethnicity, religion, and language are 

interrelated. The 2013 Fiji Constitution recognizes English, iTaukei and Hindi as 

the three official languages of Fiji. Different ethnicities in Fiji speak different 

languages and evident within these languages are a diversity in themselves. For 

instance in the Vosa Vakaviti (standard indigenous Fijian language), the eastern 

and western regions of Viti Levu differ greatly. Similarly, the northern part of Fiji 

has its own variations. At the same time, Indo-Fijians have their own distinct 

languages which include Hindi, Urdu, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Gujerati. 

However, the Hindi commonly spoken by all is Fiji Hindi. English was first 

introduced to Fiji during contact period by European Explorers and others who 

were speakers of English. The Tongans who also had had long diplomatic and trade 

relations with Fiji successfully borrowed and introduced English into the Vosa 

Vakaviti. English officially became the language of the nation after Fiji was ceded to 

Britain in 1874 and since then, the same has maintained to a greater extent.  
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(d) Fiji National Holidays and celebrations. Secularism has an important part to play in 

terms of Fiji’s National Public Holidays. These are cultural events in themselves and 

can be considered ICH elements as they involve rituals, a celebration, festivity and 

practices involving certain sects of the community. Fiji has nine public holidays (as 

of 2014 official calendar) namely: (1) New Year‟s Day – rituals and festivities are 

undertaken by the various communities to celebrate the dawn of a new year which 

brings with it new opportunities. Fireworks is a more recent ritual, in traditional 

Fijian villages people beat the lali, drums, bamboo beats and iron sheets to 

commemorate the new years. People splash water among themselves and offer dry 

clothes as a token of appreciation to dry the person who is soaked wet; (2) Prophet 

Mohammed‟s Birthday – celebrated by the Moslem to commemorate the life of 

Mohammed which Muslims revered as a messenger of Allah (God); (3) Good Friday 

connotes the death of Christ hence all Christian faiths observe with solemnity the 

death of Jesus through religious services and other rituals observed. ₪ Easter 

demarcates the ascending of Jesus into heaven after his death. Christian faiths 

celebrate the occasion with church services, rituals and feastings that follow. (4) 

Fiji Day is celebrated around the country to commemorate our independence from 

the British Empire. Cultural Activities with military parades amongst others are 

organized in various parts of the country; (5) Diwali is known as the Festival of 

Lights celebrated by the Hindu community in Fiji. Celebrations and feasting 

accompany the event and other ethnicities are invited by Hindu families to partake 

in the rituals and feasting; (6) Christmas and Boxing Days are two events which 

have been borrowed through western influences. Christmas being the celebration 

of the birth of Christ and Boxing Day which denotes gift giving and unwrapping of 

gifts. Fijians converge and come from different parts of the world to celebrate with 

their families. For most it is defined by a return to the village with feasting and 

merry-making as part of the gathering.    

(e) Anthropological and historical diversity. The Fijian Society is diverse and this 

creates a form of uniqueness in terms of Pacific ICH. The indigenous person is 

linked to the land, vanua and belief in a high being which controls the cosmos and 

how things operate in society. Fijian culture like any other cultures is varied and 

changes continuously. In terms of their customary practices, rituals, and values, 

there are things which all the itaukei do, there are things which are confined to 
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some areas, and there are things which only some levels or categories of society are 

allowed to do, and there are things which are done by peculiar to individuals as 

part of their personality and not representative of all. Indo-Fijians are descended 

mainly of those immigrants, 60,000 of whom were introduced between 1879 and 

1916. The group was joined in the 1920s by free migrants from India in the form of 

Gujarat and Punjab. The migrants had a variety of social and economic backgrounds 

especially when 75% of the migrants were from Northern India and the rest from 

Southern India. The rigidity of the social and cultural institutions of the Indo-Fijians 

could not survive in the new environment in Fiji. The adjudicating system played 

by the panchayat had lost its importance; the Indian caste system seemed 

irrelevant as interaction was enforced; religious institutions began to play an 

important role such as the Ramayan mandalis and the Muslim Mosque; the joint 

family concept has disintegrated; and arranged marriage replaced by love marriage. 

These changes have now recreated a new form of ICH practiced by Indian Fijians. 

The ICH of the Rotuman community like the indigenous Fijian is associated with 

the use of the yaqona (kava) during its rituals, the symbolic significance of the 

sacrificial pig, the intimate relationship between a people, their land and the 

environment, and the relevance of the cosmos to their belief systems. Rotuma was 

officially ceded to Britain in 1881 after a religious war broke out between Roman 

Catholics and Weslyan Methodists. Rotumans hold a Rotuma Day Celebration 

inculcating feasting and an exhibition of cultural activities from the different 

districts. The Rotuma Council remains the ultimate authority to which decisions 

regarding ICH vests.  The Banabans who own Rabi Island from Ocean Island first 

arrived as settlers in December 1945. The Banabans still practice their oceanic 

cultures and during certain occasions they are invited to perform traditional 

dances.  The Melanesian Community in Fiji comprises the descendants of the 

Solomon lslands and Ni-Vanuatu slave labourers who were brought in the early 

19th Century. While most still maintain names rooted in either countries, majority 

have immersed themselves in the indigenous Fijian culture. It is rare to see the 

community perform traditional dances and rituals however the last public 

exhibition was seen during the Opening Ceremony of the Pacific Games held in Suva   

The Chinese Community presence in Fiji dates back to the mid-18th Century when 

Chinese traders came to Fiji in search of Beche-de-mer. Chinese like Indians excel 
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in enterprising and has its own education and cultural institution. The local 

community still practices traditions and rituals from their motherland including 

the Chinese New Year celebrations and the infamous dragon dance which a feature 

of the Chinese Cultural Association 

 

INSTITUTIONS IN FIJI ENGAGED IN ICH SAFEGUARDING IN FIJI 

Fiji has yet to have a national framework to facilitate the centralizing of data and 

information on ICH. Also included in this framing would be the demarcation of institutions 

whose role is pertinent to the safeguarding of ICH and among others should be involved in 

the safeguarding process.  

Furthermore there are existing institutions which have either been engaged fully or 

partially in the promotion of ICH activities in Fiji. These include: 

INSITUTION EXISTING ICH RELATED ACTIVITIES 

Department of National 
Heritage, Culture & Arts  

Cultural Grants Funding to revitalize endangered ICH:  

National Secretariat to the Convention. 

Conduct studies and research into intangible cultural 
heritage. 

Organize national and community workshops on ICH 
dialogue. ICH promotion and ICH practitioners. 

Engage in partnerships with other national institutions 
regarding ICH projects. 

Create linkages with international institutions regarding 
the implementation of the 2003 Convention for ICH. 

Develop framings and planning documentation for the 
implementation of ICH. 

iTaukei Institute of 
Language & Culture 

Research iTaukei language & promote its usage. 

Cultural Mapping Programme. 

Conduct ICH practitioner and community workshops. 

Special Revival Unit to look into the revitalization of 
endangered ICH. 
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Digitization of ICH recordings – analogue audio, image 
and video recordings. 

Creation of DVD documentaries of ICH activities. 

Noda Vosa Programme on Radio. 

iTaukei Lands & Fisheries 
Commission 

Volanikawabula – genealogy 

Tukutuku Raraba 

Chiefly Disputes Tribunal 

Land Disputation Settlement 

Fisheries boundary articulation 

Land demarcation progect 

iTaukei Trust Fund  Funding support for iTaukei ICH projects. 

iTaukei Publications. 

iTaukei Literature conduct. 

Feasibility studies of ICH 

National Archives of Fiji Archival storage of documents. 

Conservation of heritage documents. 

Fiji Memory of the World Programme. 

Film & TV Unit Video-shooting of ICH elements. 

Video documentation 

Video Archival 

Fiji Museum Oral History Project 

AIA Mapping of sites 

Research & Documentation of ICH. 

Fiji Arts Council ICH Revitalization Workshops 

National Art and Craft Exhibitions & Competitions. 

Prepare and send artists and ICH practitioners to 
participate at Regional Festival of Arts (Pacific) and MSG 
Festival of Arts. 

Multicultural Centres Indian Classical Dance. 
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Use of Indian Musical instruments. 

Learn Traditional and Contemporary Island Dance. 

Implement cultural industries project with women  

e.g. sewing & screen printing classes. 

University of the South 
Pacific 

Oceania Centre (Dance, Art) 

Pacific Heritage Hub 

Pacific Studies Course 

Pacific Vernacular Course 

Education Course. 

Research and implementation of ICH Projects 

Fiji National University iTaukei Studies and Cultural Heritage Course. 

School of Arts, Culture & Design. 

ICH Research and documentation 

University of Fiji iTaukei language and culture studies 

ICH Research and documentation 

Catholic Church of Fiji Archival Documentation of ICH Resources 

Methodist Church Archival Documentation of ICH Resources 

Church of the Latter Day 
Saints 

Archival Documentation of ICH Resources 

Fiji Television Local content programmes 

DVD documentation of ICH content/materials 

FBC TV Local content programmes 

Mai TV Local content programmes 

Fiji Broadcasting 
Commission 

Audio archival of ICH recordings 

Local content programmes 

Musical recordingds 

Communications Fiji Ltd Video documentaries of ICH materials 

Local content programmes 
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SPC Media Centre Video documentaries of ICH materials 

Pacifica Communications Video documentaries of ICH materials 

Table: Some existing ICH Institutions in Fiji and ICH Activities Conducted 

 

SUSTAINABILITY OF ICH SAFEGUARDING IN FIJI 

ICH safeguarding activities in Fiji continues and has until recently received funding from 

government. Some of the key elements to note that would allow for the sustainability of ICH 

Safeguarding in Fiji include: 

(a) Mainstreaming of ICH ideals in the Fijian national curriculum; 

(b) Working with tertiary institutions to incorporate ICH practical and theoretical 

courses at University; 

(c) Churches and temples play a very important role in that they spread the good news. 

Therefore to be incorporated in sermons are the main principles of ICH. 

(d) More published and promotional material on ICH. 

(e) The need to promote revitalization activities that is spearheaded by the vanua.  
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Presentation 4 

Project on Digitizing Analogue Materials and Future Plans 

for the Conservation in the Fiji Museum 
 

Mr. Jeremaia Veisa ｜Officer, Collections Department, Fiji Museum  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT 

Introducing the Fiji Museum  

The Fiji Museum establishment was initiated by the donation of Sir William Allardyce’s 

private collections to the Suva Town Board in 1904. The bulk of these priceless collections 

represent the cultural identity of the many people that have made Fiji their home. These 

national heirlooms (more than 10,000) are protected under two Fiji Museum legislations – 

the Fiji Museum Act (CAP 263) and POAPI1 Act (CAP 264). These Acts empower the Fiji 

Museum to protect, preserve and care for these objects consistent with international 

museum laws and standards.  

As part of object collection, the Fiji Museum also over the years amassed analogue materials 

in the form of photographs, audio recordings, video recordings and microfilms capturing 

oral history, cultural activities and archaeological fieldwork. Most of these materials have 

been kept in the Museum archives since 1970s and most date back centuries ago. The role 

is specific to the COLLECTIONS DEPARTMENT of the Fiji Museum and is the focal point for 

                                           
1 Preservation of Objects of Archaeological and Paleontological Interest 
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this project.  

The Fiji Museum had had in the past undertook a lot of research projects with financial 

assistance for procurement of equipment however it has never undertook a digitization 

project before. This is being the first. 

Rationale  

A major challenge to safeguarding of archival and museum collection in the Pacific is the 

impact of climate change including disasters. Generations of people of the Pacific and Fiji 

have been focused more on sustaining their livelihood and lesser on the introduction of 

measures to maintain cultural archival materials. The Fiji Museum is no exception. Its 

massive collection which relays different stories of the past is serious under threat from 

severe deterioration in its analogue status. One such example is the REEL Collection of 

cultural recordings the museum possess. Sadly should this be digitized, there are no 

available REEL machines to view the recordings or if it is available, it would be very costly 

to pursue.    

Despite the above, this is a first step in the digitization of the enormous Fiji Museum 

analogue audio and video collection. The outcome of this project will greatly benefit the Fiji 

Museum collections as a whole by its ability to physically produce a digital backup of its 

entire holdings and subsequently have these showcased and made accessible online to 

educate the world wide audience of Fiji’s rich cultural property. 

Aims and Objectives 

The project aims to digitise a minimum of 500 hours of the Fiji Museum collection of audio 

and video relating to Intangible Cultural Heritage elements. It is the objective of the Fiji 

Museum to safeguard and preserve its collections which are fragile and belonging to formats 

which are threatened by obsolescence.  

Furthermore, the digitized materials will not only be used for reference purposes for 

relevant users, but also as a resource available to students and teachers used as resource 

packages in learning and transmission of knowledge in collaboration with the Curriculum 

Development Unit of the Ministry of Education. 

Since the project is the first of its kind, the project will support the Fiji Museum to work on 
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the selected materials over a period of seven months. This will enable the creation of a 

robust database system, the preservation of the digitised materials, and streamlining the 

access of audio and video collection to relevant users for the purpose of research, 

educational, advocacy and others. 

2. TARGET MATERIALS FOR DIGITISATION PROJECT 

The Fiji Museum has a small collection of audio and video recordings of oral histories from 

the Solomons, Vanuatu, Fijians of Indian descent  and the iTaukei (Indigenous Fijians). The 

iTaukei oral history recordings are all in audio recording (cassette tapes) while the audio 

video recordings a mixture of the ethnicities and are now considered Fijians in Fiji. The Fiji 

Museum also has few reel tapes which we which can be viewed or listened to as there are 

no reel tape players available at the museum. Sadly, tape recorders used by Fiji Museum 

field officers in the 1950’s to record oral histories during fieldwork have become obsolete 

since the introduction of the digital recorder. 

This array of materials kept at the Fiji Museum collection cover a range of intangible cultural 

heritage elements whether it is oral traditions, rituals and practices, traditional practices 

associated with environment and knowledge thereof, and traditional craftsmanship (as per 

UNESCO’s definition of the 5 elements encompassing ICH). 

Target Materials: by Domain 

To summarise the broadest category of domains, the materials selected for the project are: 

 Oral Traditions and Expressions – 322 tapes 

 Knowledge and Practices Concerning Nature – 9 tapes 

 Performing Arts – 105 tapes 

 Social Rituals and Practices – 51 tapes 

 Traditional Craftsmanship – 30 tapes 

*A few materials (Audio) has a mixture of the domains which are highlighted in the records. 

Target Materials: by format 
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Type Number of tapes Duration 

Audio Cassettes 407 407 Hours 

Reel to Reel 20 20 Hours 

Video SVHS 30 36 Hours 

VHS 14 
38 Hours, 17 

Minutes 

Digital Video 
Cassette 

3 3 Hours 

Video 8 1 1 Hour 

 Total Hours 505 Hours 

 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR DIGITISATION PROJECT 

The project committee had set up a structure of phases to ensure the efficient running of 

the project as well as a list of equipment’s relevant to the project (Listed in Appendix A)  

Phase 1 - Preparatory work before Digitization 

Preparation is an important step in this project. The aim is to ensure a smooth and efficient 

process before digitization begins and that is to identify and deal with problems before the 

project commences. Areas to identify: 

 Inventory - ensuring that all audio and visual materials are listed and in its format 

order. 

 Audio and visual materials in current listings identified and databases created. 

 Treatment - identifying audio and visual materials that warrant immediate 

conservation. These are yet to be identified. 

 Identification of fragile audio and visual materials that needs specialized treatment 

before digitizing work. These are yet to be identified. 

 Creation of database for different types of collections. 

Phase 2 - Appraisal of collections 
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This is vital as it guarantees the collections are properly arranged, described and located. 

Without this, digitization will do little to improve access to the records. There are various 

audio and video collections with the Fiji Museum that were gifted, donated and acquired for 

the purpose of safeguarding (and Fiji Museum as custodian). This will be sorted.  

Phase 3 - Physical Preparation 

This is vital as it guarantees the collections are properly arranged, described and located. 

Without this, digitization will do little to improve access to the records. 

Phase 4 - Important Processes 

The two important processes in the preparation of digitization that is best to direct are the 

development of an inventory and its appraisal. It is for us to know what and how much we 

have in collection and to identify its value. 

We believe that the area mentioned as Important Processes has been attended to by the 

Museum in some ways. The Collections in the Museum are identified in its different 

categories as these are in its database and it gives out a clear indication of the total number 

of records.    

Phase 5 - Office Space for Digitization Work 

An area for digitization work has been identified within the Museum admin block (old 

Darkroom). This space has potential to be upgrade to the required standard and utilize as a 

digitization space within the Museum. It’s extremely important for the Museum to first 

establish and make available such spacious area to cater for the delicate work required in 

digitization. This project alone entails some of the Museum’s fragile paper document hence 

the need for a spacious and clean environment. 

Phase 6 - Commencement of digitization work 

Work is to be done when all preparatory work and logistics are finalized.  

Purchasing of Digitization equipment - source advice from National Archives of Fiji or other 

stakeholders in regards to the type of equipment. 

Phase 7 - Digitization Work  
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This important work has to be done and supervised internally. This is because of the nature 

and originality of the collections and its importance. 

4. METADATA AND CATALOGUING PROCESS AT THE FIJI MUSEUM 

The earliest audio recordings were conducted in 1974 and since then, no records of 

transcribing and translations were done, and even if they had been conducted. Transcribing 

was done on ad hoc basis by researchers themselves when going through the recordings. 

There was no dedicated undertaking by the Fiji Museum to ensure that audio and video 

recordings were transcribed fully. The Fiji Museum digitisation committee is still in the 

process of deciding on the coding of each material digitised. 

Lists of all materials that are to be digitised have been prepared but most materials have 

not been either viewed or heard of because of unavailability of machines or they have 

become obsolete. 

5. FUTURE PLANS FOR DIGITIZING AT THE FIJI MUSEUM 

The project is hailed as a breakthrough for the Fiji Museum in that it paves the way for 

bigger scope of digitization to be undertaken by the Fiji Museum Collections Department.  

(a) Establishing partnerships with international stakeholders – the Fiji Museum will 

seek partnerships with other museums around the world and partner with similar 

institutions to continue its digitisations project. 

(b) Expansion of digitisation facilities at the Fiji Museum – as part of infrastructural 

development of the Fiji Museum, it is earmarked to have a dedicated facilities for 

the Fiji Museum Archives and its digital collection.  

(c) Expansion of digitization process to other Collection materials – the Fiji Museum 

does not only possess audio and video materials but enormous collection of 

photographs, manuscripts, transcripts, microfilms and others which need to be 

digitized.  

(d) Establishing a repository (Centralised data server) – the Fiji Museum has 

commenced with the establishment of a centralised systems and a server procured 

to ensure safekeeping of data digitized and collated.  
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(e) Need for a dedicated personnel – the Fiji Museum will work towards in the long run 

ensure that there is a need to have a sustained process in place for digitization of 

Museum collections and a dedicated officer in place to pursue this.  

(f) Strategy for Digitization in the Fiji Museum – it should be established a protocol 

system to ensure that intellectual property issues of collection data are protected 

and not misused; the development of a proper outcome strategy to map out the 

final use of the digitized material and leeway should be given on the need to use for 

educational purpose. This is paramount to ensure transmission and continuity of 

the stories and Fijian ICH.  
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF EQUIPMENT’S THAT WILL BE USED FOR THE DIGITISATION 

PROJECT 

The Fiji Museum lacks a few analogue equipment’s as well as those required for converting 

the materials in its digital format. 

Type Equipment 

Audio CPU Dell Precision T-1650 

Processor: 3.5 Ghz Intel Xeon E3-1270 v2 

Memory: 16 GB 

Graphics: Nividia Quadro 2000 

Storage: 3 TB 

4B) Audio Software 

Adobe Audition CS5.5 

4C) Audio Interface 

Edirol UA-101  

24-bit/96kHz 

10 inputs (2 digital) 

10 outputs (includes monitor outs) 

Audio Signal Balancing and 
Routing 

Henry Engineering Matchbox HD Stereo Interface Amplifier 

Coleman Audio MS6 Audio Switcher 

Audio Monitoring M-Audio BX5 Powered Monitor Speakers 

AKG K100 Headphones 

Type Equipment 

Video CPU 27-inch iMacs (2) 

Processor: 3.5 Ghz Intel Core i7 

Memory: 32 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780M 4096 MB 

4TB G-Drive Pro via Thunderbolt (External) 
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Video Software BlackMagic Media Express 

Compressor 

Final Cut Pro 

HandBrake 

Live Capture Plus 

Video Interface BlackMagic Mini Converters (Analog > SDI) 

Blackmagic Design UltraStudio 4K Thunderbolt 2  

Video Monitoring and 
Routing 

Behringer Ultralink Pro (Audio Balancing) 

BlackMagic SmartScope Duo (Audio & Video Monitoring) 

BlackMagic  Smart VideoHub (Routing) 
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Session 2 

Cases of Digitizing and Archiving Analogue  
Audiovisual Materials in Korea 

 

Cooperative Efforts towards the Digitization of Audiovisual Material on 
ICH in the Asia-Pacific Region 

Mr. CHOI, Sun-Bok ｜Section Chief, Information and Research Section, ICHCAP 

 

Strategies for Digitizing and Preserving Audio-Visual Records at the  
National Archives of Korea 

Mr. KIM, Sang Kook ｜ Deputy Director, Records Preservation & Restoration Center, National Archives of Korea 

 

Boosting and Promoting Korea Film Archive’s Activities  

Mr. KIM, Bong-Young ｜ Director, Department of Planning and Administration, Korean Film Archive 

 

 Cases of Digitizing Korean ICH Analogue Audiovisual Materials 
Ms. SONG, Minsun｜ Senior Researcher, National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage 
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Presentation 5 

Cooperative Efforts towards the Digitization of 

Audiovisual Material on ICH in the Asia-Pacific Region 
 

Mr. Sun-Bok CHOI｜Section Chief, Information and Research Section, ICHCAP 

 

 

1. Information and networking of intangible cultural heritage 

 

The International Information and Networking Centre for Intangible Cultural Heritage in 

the Asia-Pacific Region under the auspices of UNESCO (ICHCAP) is an international 

organization established under an agreement between UNESCO and the Korean 

government in 2011 for safeguarding ICH in the Asia-Pacific region. ICHCAP’s core functions 

are in information and networking, and the recently revised agreement articulates the 

Centre’s growing role in information sharing and networking in the region. The Program for 

Supporting Digitization Project of ICH-related Analogue Audiovisual Materials is one of our 

flagship projects. 

‘Information’ and ‘networking’ constitute the key functions of ICHCAP, and at the same time, 

they are the methodologies. That is, they contribute to our mission of safeguarding ICH 

through enhancing the visibility of the 2003 Convention, building a mechanism for sharing 

ICH information, and establishing a close-knit network that connects various actors at 

different levels.  

These activities aim to safeguard ICH and to enhance the ICH safeguarding capabilities of 

the member states in the Asia-Pacific region. These projects include basic data surveys on 
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national ICH safeguarding activities, ICH documentation, website services for disseminating 

ICH information, publications such as the ICH Courier, and distribution of digital contents.  

ICHCAP also maintains an interest in enhancing the accessibility and competency of 

information, as well as its conventional role of collecting information, particularly through 

generating and disseminating useful information. Comprising the theme of this workshop, 

digitizing ICH materials is a meaningful project in terms of raising the profile of ICH and 

enhancing public awareness towards ICH, by reproducing existing materials into more 

accessible forms and thereby creating opportunities for a greater number of people to 

encounter such works. The project for digitizing analogue media related to ICH also falls 

under this category, because ICHCAP values enhancing preservability and usability of 

existing materials, even reinforcing information competency of stakeholders as much as on 

generating new information.  

 

2. ICH and Digitizing Materials 

 

Since ICH is practiced by individuals and susceptible to natural changes through different 

periods, documentation is vital. Documentation in any form allows the changing trends in 

ICH or at least indirect experiences of the older forms (or sounds) to be transmitted, even if 

they have since ceased to be practiced. However, storing analogue media has led to issues 

such as being unable to confirm the contents stored on certain media and some media 

having suffered damage due to a poor storage environments. Therefore the support project 

for digitizing ICH materials essentially includes converting analogue materials into digital 

formats, but it does not solely connote the process of digital conversion. 

ICHCAP has implemented the digitization support project since 2011, and we have learned 

that there are many factors to consider both before and after the digitization process, from 

surveying of relevant materials to using outcomes later. With this regard, countries that 

were involved in pursuing digitization projects have expressed their satisfaction with 

having workshops prior to commencing the digitization process, since the workshop 

presented the opportunity to collect information and solidify specific plans.  

Analogue materials—the main target of this project—had been exposed to the risk of 

damage or loss due to various domestic factors, including inappropriate management, lack 

of interest, and even climate change. In some cases, materials were stored in safe places; 

however, they simply sat on shelves without any further development due to lack of budget 
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or among other reasons. Although target materials included precious ICH recordings 

fromdecade , or even eight decades in the past, they were in dire condition and in many 

cases due to issues related to their preservation environment. Additionally, in some cases 

recordings cannot be verified because there are no machines available to play the media. 

These records were made because people in the past considered the contents important 

enough to take the time to document them; it is a source of frustration that there is little 

accurate information remaining in many cases. 

However, some consolation can be derived from this project raising awareness about the 

importance of ICH materials and leading to more cases in which collections based on the 

resulting products are being used. Indeed, the number of inquiries on digitizing ICH 

materials and the frequency of requests to use the resulting products have been increasing. 

In this respect, the active use and wide-reaching promotion of resulting products remain a 

pressing task. ICHCAP is broadening its services, introducing the e-Knowledge Center on its 

website, and publicly providing digitized audio sources. On the other hand, a matter of 

greater importance is to consider issues such as the opportunities for using these materials 

in each relevant country or the systematic organization and continuous management of 

digitized materials. 

 

3. Program for Supporting the Digitization Project of ICH-related Analogue 

Audiovisual Materials 

 

ICHCAP has been advancing its project of supporting the digitization of ICH materials since 

2011. To date, these efforts have been conducted as bilateral projects with selected 

countries each year to support the digitization process. The selection of the partner country 

is ultimately decided in consideration of factors such as the relevant state’s commitment to 

the project and urgency. 

Countries in which the project has been conducted since 2011 and the subsequent outcomes 

are summarized in the table below. 

Year 
Target 

Country 
Partner Project Outcomes 

2011-2012 Mongolia Mongolia Foundation 

for the Protection of 

Natural and Cultural 

Heritage 

Digitization of 900 pieces of magnetic tape 

(audio source) 

Production and distribution of CDs containing 

collections comprising 128 songs 
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Broadcasting of traditional Korean music 

channels (Lee Yong-sik’s Music Tour of Asia) 

and MBC Radio (Traditional Music of the 

World) 

ICHCAP website service (e-knowledge center) 

2012-2013 Solomon 

Islands 

Solomon Islands 

National Museum 

Digitization of 100 pieces of U-Matic video 

tapes 

2013-2014 Vietnam Vietnamese Institute 

for Musicology 

Digitization of 300 pieces of tape reel (audio 

source) 

Production and distribution of CDs containing 

audio source collections (containing 87 songs) 

ICHCAP website service (e-knowledge center) 

2014-2015 Uzbekistan Uzbek Republican 

Scientific and 

Methodological 

Center of Folk Art 

Digitization of 360 hours of magnetic tape 

(audio source) and 77 rolls of 35mm film 

ICHCAP website service (e-knowledge center) 

Production and distribution of audio or visual 

collections (containing 62 songs) 

2015-2016  Philippines National Commission 

for Culture and the 

Arts  

Digitization of 500 hours of tape reel (audio 

source) 

Production and distribution of audio 

collections in progress (containing 30 songs) 

2016-2017 

 

India Archives and 

Research Centre for 

Ethnomusicology 

Digitization of 200 cassettes tapes, 150 pieces 

tape reel (audio source) and 100 hours of VHS 

(video source) 

Production and distribution of audio 

collections planned 

ICHCAP website service (e-Knowledge Center) 

planned 

Nepal Music Museum of 

Nepal 

Digitization of 300 hours of tape reel (audio 

source) and 300 hours of mini DV cassettes 

(video source) planned 

Production and distribution of audio 

collections planned 

ICHCAP website service (e-knowledge center) 

planned 

2017-2018 Micronesia Yap State Historic 

Preservation Office 

(YSHPO) 

Digitization of 200 hours of tape reel, 300 

cassettes tapes (audio source), 100 hours beta 

cam (video source) in progress 

Production and distribution of audio 

collections planned 

ICHCAP website service (e-knowledge Center) 

planned 

Fiji Fiji Museum Digitization of 415 cassettes tapes (audio 

source) and 130 hours of VHS/SVHS (video 
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source) 

Production and distribution of audio 

collections planned 

ICHCAP website service (e-knowledge center) 

planned 

[Countries receiving digitization support and project outcomes] 

When the project office is initially determined, ICHCAP begins working-level talks with the 

partner institute of the target country. These talks consist of discussions on selecting the 

specialist organization to be responsible for implementing the project and the relevant 

materials.  

This year, ICHCAP decided to operate the project in Pacific region because ICHCAP hadn’t 

yet run the program in this region. Shortly after setting Pacific region as the target region, 

we consulted with staff from the UNESCO Office in Apia, and they willingly helped us to 

promote this project on social networking sites. We initiated an open call for applications 

to select its partners for the digitization project through National Commissions for UNESCO 

and ministries of culture in Pacific region, and in a month, we selected two partner 

organizations from the Federated States of Micronesia and Fiji.  

After selection process, we received action plans from each organizations. Through this plan, 

ICHCAP could comprehend their overall project plan including how they will secure 

necessary resources for digitization. Both expressed their strong will for this project. We 

anticipate that local experts and institutions will work together and enrich the quality of 

this project in both countries. Meanwhile, project participants are usually staffed by the 

partner organizations but are sometimes composed of local experts. The two institutions 

from the Federated States of Micronesia and Fiji present today will share their plans on how 

they will run this project.  

After workshop, following step is digitization in earnest. Each organization will go on 

digitization process by utilizing digitization equipment and human resources taking up to 

6~7 months. ICHCAP supports each organization fully and will visit on October for quality 

assurance of final result. Direct management of project can support institution actively but 

also reduce costs in communicating. Besides, through cooperation with National 

Commission for UNESCO and ministries of culture in each country, utilization of project 

outcomes in local will be discussed also. 

Meanwhile, ICHCAP is in process for setting up working guidelines about pre- and post-

digitization. Guidelines for effective digitization by performing institution were not existed, 
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only management guidelines. Therefore targeted institution demanded working standards, 

accommodating, ICHCAP is preparing broad-range working guidelines for digitization. 

Particularly, partner institutions of this year will digitize audio and video sources both, in 

cooperating with ICHCAP, working guidelines will be developed per media. 

ICHCAP’s digitization project is a representative information-related program of the Centre, 

but it is also far-reaching network program that necessitates international and domestic 

collaboration. Therefore, we expect that this workshop will be an opportunity of 

encouraging experts from Korea, Micronesia, and Fiji to share their diverse experience and 

learn from each other’s expertise as well as to build expert networks among them.  

 

4. Enhancement of Digitization Capacity 

 

As mentioned, the digitization support project does not simply support the digitization 

process by itself. If we cared only about the digitization outcomes, there are certainly faster 

and easier ways to get these results. However, the focus here is to ensure that the 

digitization processes are conducted directly by each country using domestic labor, despite 

the risk of greater increases in time and money because it is important to enhance the 

capacity of member states. This will allow our partners to continue such activities even after 

the end of the digitization support project.  

 

The digitization support project uses information and communication technology to 

safeguard ICH. When facing the question of the potential roles of ICT, one of the prevailing 

answers may be that such technology serves to enhance the profile of ICH. Enhancing the 

profile and use of ICH is directly related to raising public awareness, and since ICT may be 

used towards this objective, it constitutes a close correlation and may also be said to 

comprise an aspect of safeguarding activities. 

 

Currently at an early stage, this collaborative project faces tasks such as the use and 

management of digitized materials and the improvement of workshops to provide 

opportunities to share information and develop specific project plans. In this respect, we 

hope this workshop can serve as a venue for exchanging ideas to better implement the 

project as well as improve the project for the future.  
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5. Tasks  

 

ICHCAP has run the digitization program targeting at 7 institutions from 7 countries since 

2011. ICHCAP seeks to maximize the project outcomes through preparing effective 

management systems, expanding digitization materials beyond audio and video sources, 

and collaborating with various partner organizations. Additionally, cooperation with former 

countries and partner organizations will devise a method to continue sustainable 

digitization of endangered materials. In this regard, I respectfully ask all institutions 

participating in this workshop to keep on their efforts, and ICHCAP will be the sincere 

supportive partner. 
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Presentation 6 

Strategies for Digitizing and Preserving Audio-Visual 

Records at the National Archives of Korea  
 

Mr. Sang Kook KIM｜ Deputy Director, Records Preservation & Restoration Center,  

National Archives of Korea 

 

 

1. Collection status 

 

The National Archives of Korea (NAK) currently has in its collection approximately 320,000 

pieces of audiovisual material (audio, video, photos), of which audio and video materials 

make up 70,000 pieces, ranging from broadcast media from the ‘60s to the latest digital 

files. Table 1 presents figures on the physical media and media type (tapes, films) etc. of the 

audio and video materials in the NAK’s collections. In more recent years, audio and video 

materials produced as digital files from their inception have been transferred to the NAK 

and showing a steady increase in number. 

 

 (As of 30.6.2017) 

Total Movie Film Video Tapes Audio Tapes 

72,814 22,517 29,121 21,176 
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Type 8mm, 16mm, 35mm 

Betacam, Digi-Beta, 
VHS, Betamax, U-matic, 
8mm, DVD, Video-CD, 
DVCAM, HDCAM, D2, 

1“ reel tape, 6mm tape 

Cassette tape, DAT, Reel 
tape, Audio-CD, LP  

(Table 1) Current Status of Audio and Video Materials in the NAK’s Collection 

 

 

This report looks at the considerations to be made in the long term preservation of audio 

and video materials while introducing the long term preservation methods used at the NAK. 

 

2. Considerations for long term preservation of physical media 

 

Limited media lifespan 

A short term method for the preservation of audio and video media would be maintaining 

appropriate temperatures and humidity to prolong their lifespan. In the long run, however, 

prolonging media lifespan alone cannot be a solution. This is because it is difficult to ensure 

more than 100-200 years of life even for movie films, the media format with the longest 

expected lifespan. However, an even greater problem is the extinction and obsolescence of 

equipment that can be used to play the media. 

 

Extinction of playback equipment 

The role of playback equipment is to relay the content of movie films, audio‧video tapes and 

optical discs to screens and monitors. Motion picture projectors and playback equipment 

for audio and video tapes are rapidly disappearing, to the extent that they may soon be 

found only in museums. Optical drives that play optical disks are also gradually being 

disfavored by the market, and are expected to soon become hard to find. The biggest threat 

in the long term storage of audio and video materials stored on physical media is the 

question of obtaining usable playback equipment for the media, rather than media lifespan. 

Although the NAK has 16 types of devices represented in 32 machines, it has had to obtain 
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used equipment on websites such as e-bay when unexpected media types have been 

collected. The following are the types of equipment in the possession of the NAK. 

 Audio devices : Reel tape recorder, Audio recorder, LP player, DAT recorder, 

MiniDisc recorder 

 Video devices : Telecine, BetaCAM player, Digital VCR, VHS Player, U-matic Player, 

DVCAM player, DVD Player, Multi-format VCR, etc. 

 

Rapid changes in digital technology 

 

There is also the method of storing audio and video materials as digital files for long term 

preservation. The conclusion is that although digital technology has been presented as an 

alternative for long term storage, the rapidly changing technology will paradoxically bring 

about difficulties in decision making and escalating costs for long term storage. Despite this, 

although digital technology may not be the best choice for long term storage of audio and 

video materials it is the next best possible alternative. 

 

3. Considerations for long term preservation of digital media 

 

All Hollywood movie studios, television stations and archive institutions around the world 

have policies and detailed standards for the digital-based management of their collections. 

However, the reason for digital-based storage is not clearly explained anywhere, except in 

the following statements. 

 

 It appears that the solution would be digitalization. - NARA U.S. [1] 

 Digital technologies already occupy an important role in the film industry. - 

Hollywood film industry source [2] 

 The uniqueness of audio and video materials is that digital conversion always plays 

an important role in preservation. Firstly, regardless of digital or analogue, the 

content should be preserved against the aging and damage of playback equipment 

and physical media via digital conversion. Secondly, digital conversion is necessary 

to enable general access, even id the movie films or tapes are well preserved in the 

shelves without damage. - Digital Preservation Coalition [3] 
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Quality in digital conversion 

 

In digital conversion, the new master should maintain maximum integrity, as far as it is 

technologically feasible. The reduction of quality in compression to reduce storage space, 

costs and time cannot be called preservation. This is a definition provided by the major 

audiovisual archival institutions of FIAT-IFTA, IASA, AMIA, UNESCO and CCAAA. [3] The 

quality for long term storage should maintain ‘maximum integrity’, being as close to the 

original as possible. The quality for ensuring access should be determined based on network 

bandwidth, storage capacity, connection times etc. The concept of ‘maximum integrity’ is 

one defined by Dr. Ray Edmondson, founder of Australia's National Film and Sound Archive, 

which means to preserve audio and video in a quality identical or as close as possible to the 

original. 

 

File format selection 

 

While there are institutions that allow multiple formats (NARA, TNA) there are also those 

with a single format policy (Archivematica). Although it can’t be said for certain who’s right 

and who’s wrong at present, it is clear that format technology continues to change and the 

format preceding the current continues to disappear. This is closely related to the costs of 

digital archiving. 

 

 Since video tapes were adopted by the TV industry, a wide range of video formats 

amounting to more than 60 different types were developed, along with rapid 

advancements in image formating methods such as scanning methods and signal 

encoding. Competing companies entered a ‘format war’, developing a wide range 

of new and more advanced devices that provided more benefits to users, in order 

to take greater market share. Users were able to choose between the different 

advantages offered by the various formats.  
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 Due to this reason, current video archives are filled with numerous incompatible 

formats that can only be played in outdated devices. Existing data formats have to 

be converted to new formats in order to access the assets within the video archives 

and the costs associated with that cannot be neglected. [2] 

 

Other threats 

 

 Although the increased production of digital data would lead to an increase in 

storage demand and ultimately, a reduction in storage costs, considering the cost 

of periodic replacement (5-7 years), storage costs act as a potential threat. 

 Economic threat : Digital preservation systems require continuous cost 

expenditure on equipment maintenance, periodic replacement and employment of 

professionals etc. If these are neglected, it could lead to the loss of records in the 

digital archive. 

 Technological threats : Data integrity damage, discontinuation of storage media 

and technology, dispersion and copying, loss of encryption key etc. 

 Threats from users : Errors caused by hackers, operators or malicious actions. 

 

4. Long term preservation strategy of the NAK 

 

The NAK has the following 4 strategies for the long term preservation of audio and video 

materials. 

 

 Reinforcement of conservation actions to prolong the 

lifespan of the original media 

 High quality preservation to generate master copies 

 Adoption of a single format-policy for cost 

effectiveness 

 Adoption of decision-making stages 

 

Reinforced conservation action 
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 Environment that directly affects physical media: packaging, handling, storage etc. 

 Temperature, humidity, dust, contaminants, magnetic field, lighting, UV/IR 

exposure etc. 

 Measures to protect originals in case of restoration or viewing of originals 

 Continued monitoring to track changes in original and take measures 

 

High quality preservation 

 

Digital-based preservation requires the adoption of the ‘maximum integrity’ strategy, 

which ensures quality on par with the original. For this, the NAK has created “Standards for 

the Digital Conversion of Audio and Video Materials” as presented in Table 2, applied in the 

digital conversion of audio and video materials. 

 

Material type 
Primary digital conversion 

Secondary digital 

conversion 

Item Value Codec File format 

Movie 

film 

Video 

Color space YUV 

FFV1 

Matroska 

(.mkv) 

Subsampling rate 4:2:2 

Resolution(WxH) 1920x1080 

Bit depth 24bits 

Compression mode Lossless 

Audio 

Sampling rate 
48.0kHz or 

higher 
FLAC 

Bit depth 24bits or higher 

Compression mode Lossless 

Analogue 

video 

tape 

Video 

Color space YUV 

FFV1 
Matroska 

(.mkv) 

Subsampling rate 4:4:4 

Resolution(WxH) Refer to original 

Bit depth 24bits or higher 
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Compression mode Lossless 

Audio 

Sampling rate 
48.0kHz or 

higher 
FLAC 

Bit depth 24bits or higher 

Compression mode Lossless 

Digital 

video 

tape 

Video 

Color space Refer to original 

FFV1 

Matroska 

(.mkv) 

Subsampling rate Refer to original 

Resolution(WxH) Refer to original 

Bit depth Refer to original 

Compression mode Lossless 

Audio 

Sampling rate Refer to original 

FLAC Bit depth Refer to original 

Compression mode Lossless 

Analogue audio 

tape 

Sampling rate 
48.0kHz or 

higher 
FLAC 

FLAC 

(.flac) Bit depth 24bits or higher 

Compression mode Lossless 

Digital audio tape 

Sampling rate Refer to original 

FLAC 
FLAC 

(.flac) 

Bit depth Refer to original 

Bit rate Refer to original 

Compression mode Lossless 

Digital 

video file 

Video Decoder Refer to original FFV1 Matroska 

(.mkv) Audio Decoder Refer to original FLAC 

Digital audio file Decoder Refer to original FLAC 
FLAC 

(.flac) 

(Table 2) Standards for the Digital Conversion of Audio and Video Materials 

‘Refer to original’ means to check the value applies in the production of the original prior 

to digital conversion. In the case of tapes and films, the values can be checked using the 

model number to find the producer’s specifications..  
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Format policy 

As current formats and codecs may become outdated or upgraded earlier than expected due 

to rapid changes in technology, the risk of running into problems in format conversion is 

greater when using a multiple format policy compared to a single format policy. In such 

cases, additional time and costs are required for reformatting and thus it is more 

advantageous to adopt a single format policy whenever possible. The selection of formats 

and codecs should satisfy the following conditions. 

 

Open standard 

 The standard has been made public to all users and the content is available in the 

form of documents allowing for freedom of usage. It should either be free of charge, 

or even if a license is required, it should be reasonable and non-discriminatory. 

 Well documented 

 The content of the standard should be documented in a systematic manner, and 

publicly available for free usage by developers or users. 

 Well supported 

 Additional technological support should be available when required for the 

development or usage of additional features using the technology. 

 Other 

 The applied format or codec should be in universal usage, with high compression 

rate and high speed processing capacity. 

 

Decision-making stages 

 

The preservation policy requires decision-making stages that consider the technological 

properties and realities unique to audio and video materials. The following are 

considerations to be made in decision-making. 

 Selection of materials for digital preservation 

 Suitability of the current preservation format and codec  

 Tracking of formats and codecs which are continuously changing and determining 

whether to adopt them 

 Timing or change in preservation format and utilization format policies 
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 Determining timing of expansion, modification or replacement of digital 

preservation system 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

While the development of digital media has been helpful for the systematic preservation 

and utilization of audio and video materials, it can’t be denied that it has also brought about 

an increase in costs and complexity. Audio and video materials with a high reliance on 

technology such as broadcasting equipment and application software require higher costs 

in digital preservation and timely decision-making in terms of format policy revisions, 

performance upgrades and replacements of preservation systems, more than any other field. 

Therefore, the preservation of audio and video materials is not achieved through just 

equipment and technology, but through a mix of policy and technology, in which the 

archivist participates in the preservation process, closely observing past, present and future 

trends to make appropriate decisions. 
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Annex 1 

Workshop and Field Visits Schedule 
 

 

Date Time Contents Note 

4 Sep 
(Mon) 

17:35 Arrival Incheon Airport 

18:30-22:30 Travel to Jeonju Incheon to Jeonju 

22:30-23:30 Hotel Check-in(Dinner and rest) Jeonju 

5 Sep 
(Tue) 

10:00-12:30 

Opening Session 
• Opening Remarks  
• Greeting Remarks 

 
Group Photo 
Coffee Break 
 
Session 1. (Moderator: Dr. Park Seong-Yong) 

• Presentation 1. Introduction to ICH and 
Related Institutions of FSM 

• Presentation 2. Project on Digitizing 
Analogue Materials and Future Plans for 
Conservation in the YSHPO 

• Presentation3. Introduction to ICH and 
Related Institutions in Fiji 

• Presentation 4. Project on Digitizing 
Analogue Materials and Future Plans for 
Conservation in the Fiji Museum 

National Intangible 
Heritage Center, 

International 
Conference Room 

(Jeonju) 

12:30-14:00 Luncheon 
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14:00-17:00 
 

Session 2.(Moderator : Mr. Francis L Reg 
• Presentation 5. Cooperative Efforts 

towards the Digitization of Audiovisual 
Material on ICH in the Asia-Pacific 
Region 

• Presentation 6. Strategies for Digitizing 
and Preserving Audio-Visual Records at 
the National Archives of Korea 

• Presentation 7. Boosting and Promoting 
Korea Film Archive’s Activities 

• Presentation 8. Cases of Digitizing 
Korean ICH Analogue Audiovisual 
Materials 
 

General Discussion  

18:00-20:00 Welcome Dinner Jeonju 

6 Sep 
(Wed) 

10:00-12:00 

Consultation Meeting on ICHCAP-YSHPO 
Cooperative Project 
*Agenda 1: Review the preparation status of 
the Project 
*Agenda 2: Review the project target materials 

ICHCAP  
Meeting Room 

12:00-13:30 Luncheon Jeonju 

13:00-15:00 

Consultation Meeting on ICHCAP-Fiji 
Museum Cooperative Project 
*Agenda 1: Review the preparation status of 
the Project 
*Agenda 2: Review the project target materials 

ICHCAP  
Meeting Room 

15:30-17:00 
Cultural Experience 1. Visit to Jeonju Hanok 
Village 

Jeonju 

17:00-18:00 Dinner Jeonju 

 19:00-21:00 Move to Seoul Jeonjuu to Seoul 

7 Sep 
(Thu) 

10:00-12:00 Field Visit 1. Korean Film Archive Seoul 

12:00-13:00 Lunch Seoul 

14:00-16:00 Field Visit 2. EBS Seongnam 

18:00-19:00 Dinner Seoul 

 10:30-11:30 Field Visit 3. National Folk Museum Paju 

 11:30-13:30 
Cultural Experience 2. Visit to 
Gyeongbokgung Palace 

 

 13:30-14:30 Lunch Seoul 

8 Sep 
(Fri) 

15:30-17:00 Field Visit 4. National Archives of Korea Seoul 

 18:00-20:00 Farewell Dinner Seoul 
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9-10 Sep 
(Sat, 
Sun) 

10:00- Rest and Hotel Check-out  Seoul 

12:30-13:30 Luncheon Seoul 

14:00-17:00 
Cultural Experience 3. Visit to Bukchon 
Hanok Village Seoul 

20:40- 
Departure 
In accordance with flight schedule Incheon Airport 
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Annex 2 

ICH- and Archive- Related Institutions In Korea 
 

 

1. Korean Film Archive 
 

The Korean Film Archive pursues a duty to collect and preserve data related to all films 

released in Korea such as scenarios, posters, still photos, bibliographies, DVDs and online 

videos. KOFA preserves old films and establishes database by digitizing the old films using 

the cutting-edge technologies to enhance the public access of dormant film database. KOFA 

also collects online films and conducts digital cinema archiving project. 

 

About 380 classical films are available on KOFA website, and about 3,800 classical films and 

independent films are available at the Film Library of KOFA. KOFA also conducts developing 

restoring of films using digital technologies.  

 

 

Visit Schedule 

■ Date/Time: 7 September (Thu) 2017, 10:00-12:00 

■ Contents: Visit the archive and have a meeting with relevant experts 

■ Website: www.koreafilm.or.kr  
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2. Korea Educational Broadcasting System 
 

Korea Educational Broadcasting System or EBS is a children's educational television and 

radio network covering South Korean territory, and the only major South Korean radio and 

television network without a separate regional service. Established as KBS 3TV, Seoul 

Animation Center and KBS Educational Radio in the 1980s, and became an independent 

corporation in 1990. EBS strives to supplement school education and promote lifelong 

education for everyone in Korea. 

 

Visit Schedule 

■ Date/Time: 8 September (Thu) 2017, 14:00-16:00 

■ Contents: Visit the archive and have a meeting with relevant experts 

■ Website: www.ebs.co.kr 
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3. National Folk Museum of Korea 
 

National Folk Museum of Korea is a national museum of South Korea, located within the 

grounds of the Gyeongbokgung Palace in Jongno-gu, Seoul, and uses replicas of historical 

objects to illustrate the history of traditional life of the Korean people. 

 

The museum was established on 8 November 1945 by the U.S. Government and opened on 

25 April 1946 at the City Administration Memorial Hall. When the museum was merged 

with National Museum of Korea, its collection of 4,555 artifacts was moved to the latter's Mt 

Namsan site. In 1975, when the National Museum moved onto the grounds of 

Gyeongbokgung Palace, it moved along with it into the Modern Art Museum Building. In 

1993 it opened in its present site, which was the former site of the National Museum of 

Korea. The building's design is based on various historical buildings around South Korea. 

 

The museum has three main exhibition halls, with over 98,000 artifacts: History of Korean 

People features materials of everyday life in Korea from prehistoric times to the end of the 

Joseon Dynasty in 1910; Korean Way of Life, which illustrates Korean villagers in ancient 

times; and Life Cycle of the Koreans, which depicts the deep roots of Confucianism in Korean 

culture and how this ideology gave rise to most of the culture's customs. 

 

The museum also features open-air exhibits, such as replicas of spirit posts where villagers 

used to pray, stone piles for worship, grinding mills, rice storage shelters and pits for kimchi 

pots.  

 

Visit Schedule 

■ Date/Time: 8 September (Fri) 2017, 10:30-11:30 

■ Contents: Visit the archive and exhibition  

■ Website: www.nfm.go.kr  
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4. National Archives of Korea 
 

In a bid to build on the brilliant traditions of the past, the National Archives of Korea has 

been stepping up its training and consulting efforts and taking measures to enhance the 

archival infrastructure implementing an electronic records management system working in 

line with the On-Nara business processing system, collecting private records domestically 

and internationally, and constructing the Nara (Seoul) Repository Seongnam. 

 

The National Archives of Korea aims to become a service-oriented organization that 

provides the public with access to accumulated and preserved archives. The National 

Archives builds online content databases by subject, using over two million volumes of 

archival resources. The National Archives also holds regular cultural classes and special 

exhibitions to familiarize the people with the organization and archival culture. 

 

The Nara (Seoul) Repository is the world’s leading-edge facility dedicated to records 

management and has been built to systematically collect records from domestic and 

overseas sources, establish an electronic records management system, and provide a wide 

array of archive information service. 

 

Visit Schedule 

■ Date/Time: 8 September (Fri) 2017, 15:30-17:00 

■ Contents: Visit the archive and have a meeting with relevant experts 

■ Website: www.archives.go.kr 

http://www.archives.go.kr/
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Annex 3 

List of Participants 
 

 

Name Organization Roles 

Delegation from Pacific 

Mr. Francis L REG 

Head of Yap State Historic 
Preservation Office, 
Federated States of 
Micronesia 

Greeting remarks 
Presentation 1 
Consultation meeting and 
working group meeting 
participation 

Mr. Sebastian G.F. 
TAMAGKEN 

Chief of Media & Protocol 
Division, Federated States of 
Micronesia 

Presentation 2 
Consultation meeting and 
working group meeting 
participation 

Mr. Ratu Jone 
Naucabalavu 
BALENAIVALU 

Head of Collections 
Department, Fiji Museum 

Greeting remarks  
Presentation 3 
Consultation meeting and 
working group meeting 
participation 

Mr. Jeremaia 
Vakacegu VEISA 

Officer of Collections 
Department, Fiji Museum 

Greeting remarks  
Presentation 4 
Consultation meeting and 
working group meeting 
participation 

Ms. Lynda Dee 
TELLAMES 

Staff Historian of Bureau of 
Cultural & Historical 
Preservation, Palalu 

Observer 
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Participants from Republic of Korea 

Mr. KIM, Sang Kook 

Deputy Director, Records 
Preservation & Restoration 
Center, National Archives of 
Korea 

Presentation 6 

Mr. KIM, Bong-Young 

Director, Department of 
Planning and 
Administration, Korean Film 
Archive 

Presentation 7 

Ms. SONG, Minsun 
Senior Researcher, National 
Research Institute of 
Cultural Heritage 

Presentation 8 

Field Visits Cooperation 

Ms. KIM, Se-yeon 

Officer, Department of 
Planning and 
Administration, Korean Film 
Archive 

Rep. of Korean Film Archive 

Mr. PARK, Chi Dae 
Producer, Korea Educational 
Broadcasting System (EBS) 

Rep. of Korea Educational 
Broadcasting System 

Ms. SHIN, Seonrye 
Researcher, National Folk 
Museum of Korea 

Rep. of National Folk Museum 
of Korea 

Ms. JUNG, Dawoon 
Researcher, Conservation 
Research Division, National 
Archives of Korea 

Rep. of National Archives of 
Korea 

ICHCAP Secretariat 

Mr. HUK, Kwon Director-General Opening remarks  

Mr. PARK, Seong-Yong Assistant Director-General Moderator of Session 1 

Ms. CHOI, Sun-Bok Section Chief 
Presentation 5 
In charge of Project 

Mr. PARK, Sangmook Assistant Programme Officer In charge of Project 

Ms. PARK, Pilyoung Programme Officer Project assistance 
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Mr. Kim Doohim Project Consultant Project assistance 

Ms. SEO, Jinyoung Project Consultant Project assistance 
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